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Sampson acquitted of rape charges
David Relds &
Julie Provenson
stqff'writers

CHRIS TYREE/THE BREEZE

Ivan Sampson leaves the Rockingham County Courthouse in downtown
Harrisonburg after being found not guilty on rape charges.

JMU sophomore Ivan Sampson was
' found not guilty of rape Thursday in
Harrisonburg Circuit Court.
Sampson, a forward on JMU's soccer
team, was charged Feb. 21 with rape in
connection with an incident in
Chandler Hall on Feb. 15 involving a
18-year-old female JMU sophomore.
"It's a burden I've been carrying
around for 10 months, and right now
I'm so happy that it's all over,"
Sampson said after the trial.
JMU men's soccer coach Thomas
Martin said, "I'm very happy for him
as a person, mainly because it's been
almost 10 months since the whole
thing started — it's been a long and
traumatic 10 months.
"Now he can get on with his life and
put this whole thing behind him."
According to court testimony, the
plaintiff went to Sampson's room at
about midnight to study for a test they
were having the following day.
They studied for about an hour, alter
which sexual intercourse occurred —
unwillingly, according to testimony by
the plaintiff.
Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney
Christine Turner contested that the
plaintiff tried politely to pull away
from Sampson then struggled to get
away but could not.
And in closing arguments. Turner
maintained that the plaintiff had sex

against her will and this was "dale
rape."
But Robert Patterson, Sampson's
attorney and member of JMU business
law department, argued that the student
had ample opportunity to leave
Sampson's room or even scream lor
help but did not.
At one point Sampson got up to
turn off the lights, and the female
student made no effort to leave,
Patterson said.
Sampson's roommate Kevin Martin
was in the next room when the
incident occurred but testified that he
heard nothing.
In closing arguments, Patterson also
said the plaintiff may have accused
Sampson of rape because she felt
guilty about having sex with a black
man.
Turner did not respond to that
allegation.
Sampson, a resident of Trinidad,
could have accepted a plea bargain
which would have reduced his charge to
a misdemeanor with little or no jail
time, but stated he would rather have
gone to prison than to admit to
something he did not do.
Sampson could have gotten
anywhere from a 5-year to a life
sentence if convicted.

Assistant news editor Ian Record also
contributed to this article.

Gambling may be $150,000 campus compulsion
Ian Record, Joe Komrk&
Dave Harrington
steffwriters
Student gamblers at JMU bet a total of al least
$150,000 weekly on college and professional sports,
students say.
And even more money — more than S200.000 —
is gambled during periods when sporting events like
the World Series, the NCAA basketball tournament
and college bowl games take place.
"Gambling is addictive, a disease, and you get
wrapped up in it," said a JMU student called Sammy,
who gambles and acts as a bookie on campus.
Sammy, and most of the other students involved,

asked that his real name not be used — he's afraid of
retribution by fellow gamblers and the police.
"It took me to lose $400 before I rcali/cd I was in
over my head," Sammy said.
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But Sammy is just one of many JMU students who
gamble. Between 600 and 1,500 students gamble
regularly, students say. Almost all arc male.

And Sammy's $400 is just a fraction of the money
bet every weekend.
A JMU student called Jerry said he helps a bookie
take in about SI5,000 a week in bets from a number
of other students. And Jerry's bookie is part of a
much bigger campus network in which eight or more
other bookies also collect bets.
Off campus, Sammy said S5.000 to SI5,000 is bet
on weekends in his area alone.
And Greek Row is not immune. A student called
Jim said, "Every fral has a bookie and every frat bets
— period."
GAMBLING page 2
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Gambling
CONTINUED from page 1

Scan Tobin, vice president of JMU's
Interfratemity Council, said IFC "has
no knowledge of fraternity gambling,
nor do we condone il."
Most of the money is gambled on
popular sporting events such as college
and professional football and
basketball, professional baseball and
professional hockey. Point spreads
given by bookies are taken from USA
Today, students say.
Bookies also offer Las Vegas odds on
sporting events like the World Scries
and the NCAA basketball tournament.
Gamblers don't pay their wager as
they place the bet — they just pledge
the amount. If they win, they'll receive
the amount pledged. If they lose, they
must pay 110 percent of their pledge.
Money owed on. a weekend's games
must be paid off by the following
Thursday, students say.
Opportunities to gamble are easily
available to the typical student. Most
student gamblers gel involved through
roommates, friends — or simply by
word of mouth, students say.
"On campus you have a lot of guys
concentrated in a small area, so word
spreads quickly," Jim said.
The average student gambler bets on

eight to 10 games each week, with the
average bet on each game about S25,
Sammy said.
But some student gamblers wager
thousands of dollars weekly. "I usually
bet around $1,000 a weekend. $200 on
each game," a student called Willy
said.
"I've seen guys who have bet as
much as $2,000 in a single weekend,"
Sammy said.
Often, the problem of gambling can
quickly dominate a student's life,
consuming most of the gambler's
time.
"I started with $10 bets and soon
moved to SI00 and S200 bets as I got
farther in the hole," Sammy said. "Il
snowballs.
"My day would be planned around
calculating probable winners and
spreads," he added.
"The more you lose, the deeper you
get in," a student called Bill said.
"There's nothing positive about belting
at all."
"My roommate's life revolved around
betting," Bill added. "He would sit by
the phone and wail for belting services
lo call with the hot tips of the day. He
would spend hours contemplating
whether or not to bet on a certain
game."

"He became really stressed about the
whole betting scene," he said.
Eventually, Bill's roommate quit
gambling.
"When you have money on a icam .
. . you get so intense watching the
game," Sammy said. "Especially in
basketball — you go crazy on every
basket because it affects the line," or
the game's point spread.
And the majority of the money won
by gamblers is used lo bet on future
games, students say. "I would say mat
about two-thirds of the money won
goes back into the habit," Jim said.
Willy said, "If I'm up a lot, I bet a
lot."
Gambling debts may force some
gamblers to resort to deception.
"I had to lie lo my parents," Sammy
said. "I told ihem I had something
wrong with my car and had ihem send
me $50 for a tuneup."
But failing to pay off lost bets by
deadline is a serious risk. Sophomore
Rob Don said a student in his hall was
"approximately $3,000 in debt and
failed to pay his bookie."
"He received threatening phone calls
and had to hide out in his room for
about a week," Dorr said.
The student in debt tried in vain to
sell his computer in order to pay off

his losses. Dorr said.
Jim said he knew a student gambler
who was several thousand dollars in
debt and failed to pay on time. "On
several occasions two or three large
men came to the door asking for his
whereabouts."
Both of these students — like other
gamblers in debt — are "forced lo work
off their debt," Jim said, getting jobs
on or off campus to pay the debt
gradually.
But bettors aren't the only ones who
find themselves facing debts from
gambling — bookies sometimes lose
money too.
"I knew a guy in the Village last
year who started a booking operation
with his suitemates and lost hundreds
of dollars within the first couple
weeks," a student called Tony said.
"We [bookies] win about 70 percent
of our bets, but collecting is a pain in
the ass," Sammy said. "You only end
up collecting about half of what .you
make"
Thursday: Why do students gamble?
A look at the psychological factors
behind gambling.
Staff writers Jim Muscaro and Roger
Friedman contributed to this article.

Gambling: The legal aspects
Gambling is a crime thai can
result in a I ne or jail time, and
sources say police have been
investigating gambling on campus.
According to the Virginia state
code, illegal gambling is: "the
making, placing, or receipt, of any
bet or wager of money or other thing
of value, made in exchange for a
chance to win a prize, stake, or other
consideration or thing of value,
dependent upon the result of any
game, contest or any other eveni the
outcome of which is uncertain or a
matter of chance."
The punishment for anyone found

"To the press ah
triumphs which have

guilty of illegal gambling is a fine
of up to $500. Anyone found guilty
of conducting an illegal gambling
operation is subject to a maximum
of one year in jail and a $2,500 fine
Persons found guilty of conducting
an illegal gambling operation taking
in more than $2,000 daily are
subject to one to 10 years
imprisonment and a $20,000 fine.
Some sources say they have been
approached by campus police about
gambling on campus.
Alan MacNutt, director of campus
police, would not comment.
— Ian Record
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Senior guard Fess Irvin scrimmages with his teammates Saturday,
after being out with a thumb injury. For more about the Dukes, as
well as info on the womens basketball team, don't miss The
Breeze's basketball supplement this Friday.
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Campus mail glut
„ .L/IL.I". ...

Post office not 8 days behind, but still struggling
Laura Hutchison
lifestyles editor
Rumors that campus mail is as much as eight days
behind arc untrue, according to JMU's manager of
university postal services.
While campus mail is taking three to four days to
reach its destination this year — instead of only one
to two days last year — no piece of mail should ever
take eight days to arrive, said Terry Woodward.
"We would like that to turn around faster,"

Woodward said. "And in non-peak limes we do try to
turn that around. So when you put something in
campus mail on Monday, it gets there Tuesday or at
the latest Wednesday."
"It really all depends on volumes — what kind of
stuff we're .dealing with," Woodward said. "The
beginning of a semester, Valentine's Day, Christmas
— these are all times when volume is at its heaviest,
so the mail will be slower then."
MAIL page 6

JM's Pub and Deli charged
with 3 ABC code violations
Jim Muscaro
stqffxvriter
JM's Pub and Delicatessen has been found guilty
of three Alcoholic Beverage Control violations —
including selling alcohol to minors — and faces u
possible suspension of its license und a fine.
On Feb. 8, JM's was charged with enticing
patrons to purchase alcoholic beverages, allowing
the consumption of beer by six persons who they
had reason to believe were less than 21 years old
and selling beer to a person who they had reason at
the time to believe was less than 21 years old.
These charges were upheld at an ABC hearing
Oct. 18. JM's was notified in early November.

The ABC Board's ruling calls for a 30-day
suspension of purchasing and selling of alcoholic
beverages for JM's. The suspension, however,
could be shortened to 20 days if JM's pays a SI ,000
fine.
JM's has filed an appeal but refused to say on
what grounds its appeal is based. A representative
of the state ABC Board in Richmond said the
appeal probably won't be heard until the middle of
December.
And until a decision is reached on the appeal,
JM's will be able to continue selling alcohol.
The first charge of enticing people to drink
stemmed from a fund-raising activity sanctioned by
IWt page 7
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JMU to prepare
for more cuts
SettiPugb

.

, ,

Faculty Senate reporter

State officials have told JMU to plan lor the
possibility of an additional 2.5 percent budget cut in
the spring and another 5 percent in the fall, said Dr.
Clarence Gcier, speaker for the JMU Faculty Senate,
at a Faculty Senate meeting Thursday.
The announcement came "just when you thought it
was safe to go back in the water," Gcier said.
Administrators were informed of the possible cuts
earlier this week and have not assessed their impact
yet.
"At this point it is purely for your notice," Gcier
said. "Be aware. But I must tell you that an additional
2.5-percent cut will not, in any stretch of the
imagination, serve us or this university well."
This news also came with a mandate from the slate
additional student surcharges or tuition increases will
not be allowed to make up lor the cuts.
Dr. Cynthia Eby, associate professor of English and
member of the Faculty Senate, said the state has
ordered the university to make reductions in
departments, too.
"The English department and other departments
with graduate students will be notified that the state is
ordering the university to cut graduate teaching
assistantships by 2 percent," Eby said.
The assistantships arc stipends graduate students
receive in exchange for their help in the department.
"Our teaching assistants don't exactly get rich," Eby
said. "They work very hard."
The Senate voted to oppose the cuts in the stipends
and salaries because these teaching assistants deserve
to have special consideration on the university level.
Also at the meeting, Guthric Allen, director of
employee relations and training, said faculty with
Teachers Insurance Annuity Association/College
Retirement Equities Fund |TIAA/CREF| plans will
be reimbursed for earlier cuts in the program.
"The decision has already been made for
TIAA/CREF to go back and correct the lower amount
that was printed into all TIAA/CREF accounts in
October," Allen said.
Although the state re-established the rate of
contribution to these programs, faculty still wondered
whether the state had plans to reimburse those who
carry this TIAA/CREF.
But faculty who arc dissatisfied with the
TIAA/CREF plan may be able to change to a new
plan.
"I have been told that when the new optional
retirement plans come into being, there will be a
window of lime for those of you who made the
decision to go the optional rciircmcni route with
TIAA/CREF, to go back into the stale retirement
system," Allen said.
Although Allen is unsure of how money will
transfer over to the new plan, he assured ihc senate
thai their years of service as counted in the plan

JM's Pub and Deli, at 1007 S. Main St., has until today to appeal the 3 ABC code violations
against it. Until the appeal is granted or denied, JM's can continue to sell alcohol.
X
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When Your Pets Hurt, You Hurt.
Get the Devoted Professional Care
you expect for your special friend.
Call now for a preferred appointment.
•24 Hour Emergency Call
Boarding -Spay/Neuter
Vaccinations
Thorough Caring Checkups
Valley Cat & Dog
Hospital/Pet Hotel
3015 S. Main St.
1/2 mi. S. of Duke's Plaza
433-VETS

Complete line of computer supplies
and books!

JIHU

/-\

IBM hardware - IN STOCK (while quantities last)
8530-U31
itmjjjO
1 Mb memory, 80286 (10MHz) processor, one 3.5-inch diskette drive
(1.44Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, 8515 Color display, DOS
4.0, Microsoft Windows 3.0, hDC Windows Utilities (hDC Windows
Express and hDC First Apps Academic Edition, Microsoft Word for
Windows Academic Edition, ZSoft SoftType Academic Version).

8555-U31

gOgm

2 Mb memory, 80386SX (16MHz) processor, one 3.5-inch diskette drive
(1.44Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, 8513 Color display, DOS
4.0, Microsoft Windows 3.0, hDC Windows Utilities (hDC Windows
Express and hDC First Apps Academic Edition, Microsoft Word for
Windows Academic Edition, ZSoft SoftType Academic Version).

8555-W61

VISA

Selected softwpr§ including
MacWrite H ($99.00),
MacDrawH ($159.00), and
Pfs First Graphics ($69.99)
available to students faculty
and staff.

$?84?:00 f.Printers additional - limited

2 Mb memory, 80386SX (16MHz) processor, one 3.5-inch diskette drive
(1.44Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, 8515 Color display, DOS
4.0, Microsoft Windows 3.0, hDC Windows Utilities (hDC Windows
Express and hDC First Apps Academic Edition, Microsoft Word for
Windows Academic Edition, ZSoft SoftType Academic Version, Microsoft
Excel Academic Edition).

quantity in stock. (Sales apply
only to JMU faculty, staff,
stucents)
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Iraq issues warning to US:

President Bush ordered 1(X),(XK) more combat troops
mobilized Thursday.
He said this action would guarantee adequate
offensive military option to force Iraq out of Kuwait.
In response7"B~aghdad issued a warning in the
government newspaper al-Jumhouriyu: "If the fire of
aggression is unleashed against Iraq ... flames will.
.. bum everything in every direction."

AROUND THE GLOBE fc

Health

In the U.S. alone, more than $11 billion is spent annually to prevent coronary heart disease.
Coronary bypass operations to unclog arteries in cardiac patients currently total 300,000
annually. In October, 1990, an article in Time magazine suggested ways to control or even
prevent disease of the heart.
For $2,000 a year,
prescription drugs can lower
cholesterol, but they do
cause side effects.

Weight loss through
gentle, regulated exercise
can improve the circulation
of blood.

o
"1
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More hostages freed in Iraq:

Freelance negotiators freed more hostages from Iraqi
captivity Thursday, despite official resistance to such
efforts from the United States and other Western
nations.
Former West German chancellor Willy Brandt
arrived in Frankfurt Friday with 170 European
hostages — 50 more than Iraq originally agreed to
release.
Authorities seal tunnel:

Mexican authorities began cementing shut a tunnel
that investigators said served as a drug pipeline to the
United States.
The 5-foot-wide tunnel from the basement of an
Agua Prieta home ran under the border about 450 feet
to a warehouse in Douglas, Ariz.
Man opens fire in Red Square:

A man who opened fire with a gun in Red Square
during the Revolution Day parade in Moscow has
been charged with committing a terrorist act, a
spokesman for the KGB secret police said Thursday.
Alexander Shmonov, 38, of Leningrad, will
undergo psychiatric tests to determine whether he was
sane at the time of Wednesday's shooting.
Saddam replaces head of guards:

Saddam Hussein has dusted his military commander
in chief, replacing him with the head of Iraq's elite
Revolutionary Guards, reports from the region said
Thursday.
Saddam fired Nizar Khazraji — said to have
reservations about continuing Iraq's occupation of
Kuwait - and named Gen. Hussein Rashid, a hard-line
loyalist, to run Iraq's army.
Bennett holds press conference:

William Bennett — stepping down as commander
of the drug war — used a White House news
conference Thursday to lob rhetorical grenades at his
critics.
He denounced Rep. Charles Rangcl, D-N.Y., head
of the House committee on drug abuse and control, as
"a gas-bag."
©Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

By increasing intake
of iow-fat,
low-cholesterol
foods such as
seafood, fruits, and
vegetables, artery
plaque can be
reduced.
|Source: Trne magazna and Naional Heart, Lung, & Blood Institute

Stress
management
techniques such
as yoga,
meditation, and
relaxation drills
can reduce high
blood pressure.
ELLEN STERN/THE BREEZE

Newsfile
Two campus safety programs to be held:

A program titled, "Effective Approaches to
Campus Security" will be presented Thursday,
Nov. 15, from 2 to 4:30 p.m in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre.
The conference is hosuxl by JMU's Department of
Campus Police and Safety.
Also, a teleconference and panel discussion on
campus safety will be held Monday, Nov. 19, from
5 to 7 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
The conference is sponsored by Inter-Hall
Council, the Black Student Alliance, the Student
Government Association and the University
Program Board.
International Trade Symposium to be held:
Delta Sigma Pi is sponsoring an international

trade symposium tonight at 7 p.m. in Miller 101.
Three panelists currently involved in businesses
in the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, the Pacific
Rim and the European Common Market will host
the evenL
Madison scholars lecture series begins:

The Madison Scholars for 1990-91 are
Chong-kun Yoon of the history department and
Sally Lance from the Department of Music.
Yoon will present his lecture Wednesday, Nov.
14, and Lance will present her lecture in April.
The Madison Scholars Selection Committee
chooses two scholars each year, one for the fall and
one for the spring.
This year all department heads may submit one
nomination to their college deans by Jan. 24, 1991.
Gulf Crisis discussion to be held Wed.:
A panel discussion on the Persian Gulf Crisis
will be held Wednesday, Nov. 14, at 5:30 p.m. in

Duke Hall M209.
The Geography Club is hosting the discussion
for Geography Awareness Week.
Self Defense Workshop sponsored by NOW:

A self-defense workshop will be held Thursday,
Nov. 15, from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Highlands R(x>m
of the Warren Campus Center.
WCC to schedule facility reservations:

The Warren Campus Center scheduling office
will start accepting reservations Wednesday, Nov.
14, at 8 p.m. for the use of all WCC facilities for
the Spring "91 semester.
The scheduling of appointments for facilities like
the University Farm, University Pavilion and sales
areas will be on a first-come, first-serve basil
A designated student member from student
organizations is required to make all requests for
that organization and is responsible for returning all
required forms, obtaining necessary approvals and
setup information by the date due. Otherwise, the
event or meeting may be canceled without notice.
JMU's ROTC wins awards:
JMU's ROTC's two nine-man teams at the
Ranger Challenge Competition won a first and a
fourth-place award.
Team A won four of the seven events of the
competition, held Oct. 27 and 28 at Fort A.P. Hill,
Va.
The A Team will travel to Fort Bragg in April to '
compete against eight other teams in regional
competition.
The competition's seven events were: an army
physical fitness test, M-16 qualification, hand
grenade assault, weapons assembly, orienteering,
one-rope bridge and a 10K race with 35 pounds in
each runner's backpack.
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Mail
CONTINUED from page 3

What goes out first

A glut of mail

Because of this large volume of
mail, the post office has set priorities
on certain kinds of mail.
"The first-class mail is priority,"
Woodward said. "For instance, the
first-class mail comes in at noon and
everyone stops what they're doing to
put the first-class up."
However, he said, there arc
exceptions to that — including when
schedules and phone bills come out.
Also, since the Wall Street Journal is
used as a textbook for some classes,
one person delivers those each morning
as soon as they come in.
There also are certain people whose
job it is each day to log in packages
and write out the package slips to be
put in students' mailboxes, so the
packages can be delivered as soon as
possible.
Campus mail is the lowest priority.
The drop box for campus mail in the
campus center is emptied at least once
each day. But campus mail is not put
in the mailboxes until all the
first-class mail has been delivered.

The slower distribution of mail this
year is due to a reduced post office sialT
because of budget cuts combined with
an increased amount of mail over last
year, Woodward said:
• In August, the campus post office
handled 3,233 packages — an
80-percent increase over August 1989's
package deliveries.
Woodward said most package
deliveries were concentrated around the
last week of the month.
In September, 8.734 packages for
students went through the post office
— a .93-percent increase over last year.
And in October, 7,304 packages were
sent through the post office — a
3.97-perccnt increase over last year.
All of these packages were sent from
off-campus sources.
• Though the total amount of
first-class letter mail to students wasn't
available, Woodward said first-class
letters increased 17.92 percent in
September over last year and 18.92
percent in October.
These totals include only first-class
letter mail sent from off campus. It
docs not include flats — magazines,
newspapers or manila envelopes.
• In October 1990 alone, the post
office handled 331.755 nuts.

Mail under budget cuts
In an effort to make things run
smoothly despite the budget cuts, this
year the delivery of student and faculty
mail has been made into two separate
operations.

James Madison University
Program Board
presents

Public Enemy

Campus Mail Overload
Numbei ol Packages
August
September
October

For more
Information
contact the
JMU Program
Board at
703 568-6217.

80%
.93%
3.97%

In October, there were 331,77J
mailed

'magazines, newspapers
LEE C0STIC AND ELLEN STERN/THE BREEZE

When the mail is picked up from the
Harrisonburg post office in the
morning, it is brought to a trailer
behind Anthony-Sccger Hall, where it
is divided into student mail and faculty
or department mail.
The student mail is brought to the
campus post office, and the faculty or
department mail stays in the trailer.
Faculty mail is sorted and distributed

(* File

Edit View

from there.
Another change this year is that
recognized student organizations may
get special permission to go into the
post office and stuff mailboxes with
their newsletters, eliminating the
worry about any delay in sending their
information through campus muil.
MAIL page 7

Element Type

OIT NOW HIRING
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR
CAREER NOW
Positions in the following areas will be available
starting Spring 1991 semester:
• Microcomputer Labs
• Resource Center
• HelpDesk
^
- Work 10 to 15 hours per week oii carnpu$.
- Earn competitive wages with room for advancement.
- Gain valuable computer experience before
graduation!
Pick up your application fromany A@S computer
lab, HelpDesk, or Miller G41. Turn in all .
applications toMiller Q4I no later than Wednesday,
;hfeyefnbcT21at4p;mr

&

Ticket Outlets: Record Corner,
Town & Campus Records and the
Convocation Center during
business hours. To charge tickets,
call 703- S68- 6777

3,233
8,734
7,304

• First Class letter mail to students is up
18.92% over last October—not
including flats*

M.C. Tabb

Tickets:
$10 w/JML ID
$17.50 for general public and on
the day of the show.
Seating is General Admission.

1,796
8,653
7,025

Delivery Facts...

(featuring Chuck D & Flavor Flav)
with special guest
Rob Base

Sunday, November 18th
8pm
JMU Convocation Center

Percent, iqe of Chanqo

#
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Mail
CONTINUED from page 6

to the campus center.
Woodward also is looking into the
possibility of selling stamps at Mr.
Chips.

Because of budget cuts, the cumpus
post office changed from two mail
deliveries to one this year. But
Woodward doesn't think this makes a
great deal of difference except for
faculty who need to send mail in the
afternoons.

Getting mall delivered — faet

And for them, the post office is
investigating the possibility of putting
drop boxes around campus so faculty
can send mail in the afternoons
without having to go all the wuy down

The main thing students can do in
assisting the post office to deliver their
mail faster is be sure it is addressed
properly, Woodward said.
If someone's box number is not in
the phone book, students should cull
the campus post office and ask if one
of the employees would look it up.

Senate

JM's

CONTINUED from page 3

CONTINUED from page 3

would remain constant.
Also at the meeting, Gcier said 33
computer assistance grants of S750
will be each awarded to faculty. The
grants can be used to match funds for
the purchase of a personal computer
and appropriate peripheral items.
All applications must be submitted
to Oeier by Dec. 6,1990.
Also, Dr. Linda Halpcrn, faculty
senate treasurer, announced a $50
contribution will be made by the
faculty senate in memory of the late
David Hallman, associate professor of
English.

JMU, according to the ABC report.
The Board charged that a fund-raiser,
which occurred at a Feb. 8 Greek Night
at JM's, involved a contest to sec
which fraternity could buy the most
pitchers, with a scoreboard to keep
track of the purchases.
The Board said the contest was
arranged by a member of the
Interfraiemity council and the bartender
who was working that night.
Sean Tobin, IFC vice president, said
the fraternity that brought in the most
people — not purchased the most
pitchers — would be awarded a 830
cash prize out of money taken from

"Students need to be conscious that
an improperly addressed letter can cause
delays," Woodward said.
Students who push mail out of their
boxes back into the post office also
causes delays, he said.
"If someone's box mate isn't picking
up their mail, or mail keeps getting
put in your box for someone who is
no longer a student, bring it up to the
window and tell the person there what
the problem is and we will respond,"
he said.
"But if the student just pushes the
mail back through, we have to go

cover charges.
"ABC mistakenly believed the
winner was awarded a keg of beer, not
a cash prize," Tobin said.
The ABC report stated, "Although
the licensee did not arrange the contest,
it provided the location and cooperated
in the activities. By so doing, the
licensee enticed its patrons to purchase
alcoholic beverages."
The second charge deals with the
consumption of alcohol by undcruged
people. The six people cither had false,
expired or no identification with them.
"A false or expired identification is
not acceptable proof of age under ihc
Board's regulations," the ABC report
stated. "The IDs presented were not

through it, piece by piece, to try to
determine why it ended up back on our
floor, and that will cause delays."
Woodward is not blaming all the
problems on the students, though. "We
make some mistakes, and as long as
this operation is run by human beings
we will make mistakes. We deal with a
large volume of mail, and when there
is a problem we try to solve it. '
"There arc many things I would like
to do more quickly. I would like to get
everything out of the operation I can.
We will never be good enough — we
can always be better."

adequately scrutinized."
The third charge against the licensee
is for selling beer to a minor. This
person wasn't asked for identification
by the server, as JM's has a policy
where proof of age is checked at the
entrance.
The ABC report stated, "The
screening process at the door is
obviously far from foolproof, a fact
known to management. In light of this
and the minor's youthful appearance, a
reasonably prudent person would have
requested identification prior to
completing the transaction at the bar,
which the licensee failed to do."
JM's had until today to mail its
appeal to the ABC Bostrd.
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SUPER LUNCH SPECIALS

at

Edna's Fabulous Buffet
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All you can eat pizza, hot veggies, soup
of the day, homemade breads, cold pasta
salad, and other Edna's Goodies!

PRINTING
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H£2P Bring In lMa_Ad and get 50$ off our
normally priced $3.99 Buffet!

887 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
433-2828

Let us show you how!

Mon. ■ Frl.
11:00-2:00pm
Anaelo. Lou!?, or Vlnnle win bowl of
soup or side salad only $3.79
£flkfifia with FREE side salad

$3.29
SOUP

& Salad with garlic bread $2.49

MinLCtlfil or Yfiflgjfi Salad $2.49
1059 S. High St.

433-0077
•

•

•

•

SfiflObtlii Plate with garlic bread $2.99
(Side saiad.50 extra);
9"-CflfifiatEiafl $1.99
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WR OFF CAMPUS

10-12 MONTH LEAS

\BOVSING HEADQUARTERS!
•Pool
I •CJubhouse
♦t^hftistourt
Wall*Wall Carpet
•Small Pets Allowed

•Full Size Washer & Dryer
♦Fully Equipped Kitchen
*},2 & 3 Bedroom
townhouses and Garden
Apartments
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JMU has the
right to know
President Bush signed the long overdue
Student Right to Know Act into law Thursday.
The law will lessen the restrictions set under the
1974 Buckley Amendment, which provided that
no federal funding would be awarded to
institutions with a policy or practice of revealing
student education records. For fear of losing
these funds, many institutions presumed
"education records" included campus police
reports as well.
Passing both the House and Senate with
unanimous voice votes, the Right to Know Act
will require all colleges and universities to begin
collecting campus crime data on Sept. 1, 1991.
The contents of these reports will include
statistics on campus murder, rape, robbery,
assault, burglary and motor vehicle theft in
addition to drug, liquor and weapons violations.
The first report of these statistics is to be
published Sept. 1, 1992 and must be available
to current students, prospective students and
university employees.
Even though it is, or was, a university police
department's right to withhold crime statistics,
we here at JMU are fortunate. Our police
department makes it a policy to disclose
information on campus crime except in the area
of cases tried judicially.
Despite the fact that the new law will benefit
all members of a university community, some
university administrators are concerned about
bad crime reports bringing bad publicity. But the
real issue here is not the possible tarnishing of a
university's image due to high crime rates, but
rather the safety of those who attend or are
employed by the university.
But while this bill encompasses universities
and colleges only, safety concerns shouldn't
stop at the borders of an institution's campus.
When a university's security is threatened, there
is a direct correlation between the security of
that university and that of the surrounding
community. Since universities are usually
perceived as separate entities functioning within
a community, collected and published campus
crime statistics can be evaluated against those
of the community in a more complete effort to
combat criminal activities.
With all the recent criticism aimed at President
Bush, it's nice to see the man still has a clear
enough head to recognize common sense when
someone places it on his desk to be signed.
Knowing the numbers will, without a doubt, help
those who might be in the highest risk area
exercise safe judgment.

editor LAUREL WISSINGER
managing editor JENNIFER ROSE
editorial editorDAWD NOON
asst. editorial editor XXL LANGLEY

Balancing policy and privacy
running the names.
Ivan Sampson is happy
The biggest reason for
thai his trial on rape chargthat decision is to protect
es is over. The "not guilty"
the privacy and personal
verdict ends a 9-month orMY WORD
interests of rape victims.
deal stemming from an inRape
already is an underrecident in Chandler Hall
-Laurel Wissinger
ported
crime — partly belast February.
cause
of
victims'
fears
of
publicity.
A policy of printBut Sampson also is upset — and rightfully so that his reputation was dragged through the mud. The ing the names of rape victims, especially on a small
charges have affected some of his friendships, he's campus like JMU, more than likely would result in
been harassed, and he's been labeled "accused rapist." even fewer victims going to the police.
While he was dealing with backlash from ihe negaBut should there be a stigma attached to people
tive publicity, the press protected the name of the fe- who are raped? The incident is not their fault. In the
eyes of the law, those people are victims, in the exact
male student who accused him.
same manner as someone who has their wallet stolen
And he doesn't think that's fair.
And it's not fair. No amount of legal victory can or is hit by a car — and newspapers routinely print
undo the adverse effects a person suffers when the names of those individuals. By excluding the
names of rape victims, the media only perpetuates sowrongly accused of any crime, not just rape.
But rape differs from assault or theft because of its ciety's idea that being raped, is something to be
sexual nature. That aspect makes it a particularly sen- ashamed of.
And printing the name of the person who files Ihe
sitive issue, one which the media must handle carerape charges helps eliminate false accusations of
fully and with compassion.
Printing the names of rape victims is not a legal rape. If the accusers' names are withheld, accused
question — the names are a matter of public record. rapists may be unduly subjected to pain and suffering
Instead, deciding whether to print or withhold the — while the accusers never have to publicly claim renames poses an ethical dilemma. There's no right or sponsibility for their actions. It can be a cheap shot
wrong answer — only a least-worst decision. And The defendant may be cleared and set free, but the
damage from being associated with the crime already
honestly, neither choice is fair to somebody.
This weekend, we considered, argued and debated is done. In those cases, printing the accusers' names
all aspects of the issue before opting not to run the could help set the matter straight.
But that's a flaw in our legal system — the media's
name in our story today. But the decision was not
made on the basis or circumstances of this individual job is simply to report, not to judge on the basis of
case. Rather, we balanced the issue as a whole and what we think happened. We tossed around the idea
established a policy The Breeze thinks best Not nec- of running the name after the trial only if the defendant was acquitted. But then you encounter the posessarily fair — but best
There are compelling arguments both for and siblity of a not guilty decision being reversed on apagainst running the names of rape victims, and indi- peal, in which case you've violated your policy.
And a policy that's consistent and impartial is the
vidual TV stations, radio stations and papers take different stances. Most, like The Breeze, decide against fairest one we can set.
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Klan march on D.C. only divides us further
Once again I am saddened lo be writing about racial
hatred and bigotry. 1 am referring to the march on
Capitol Hill by the Ku Klux Klan two weeks ago.
This blatant promotion of racial discrimination and
misunderstanding is a shame.
Only my strong belief in the First Amendment has
helped me rationalize the Klan's right to march in the
nation's capital. But 1 feel the Klan's intent was not
to spread its radical views, but to inflame and incite
the majority black population in Washington, D.C,
to riot. And riot, in a small form, the people did.
This march was only successful in Tts effort to stir
up a confrontation. I believe (though I may be wrong)
that no one was converted to the Klan way of
thinking because of the "rally" that day. These 50 or
so men and women had one purpose — to show
America they were still a political organization to be
reckoned with.
But they quickly saw dial America docs not approve
of their views and that there really isn't a place for
that type of radical behavior in the modern world.
When they were not allowed to march, they were
visibly upset that the police were only protecting
their lives and public property. They vowed they
would be back. And they came back.
I applaud the men and women of the D.C. police
force, especially the black members who had to defend
the very people who want to lake away their civil
rights.
What a moral dilemma lo be faced with the whole
range of emotions from anger to a sense of duty to
pity. They acted very professionally and allowed the
Klansmen to exercise their rights, which is funny
because the Klansmen seem only to want to violate

the rights of the black policemen and women. Even
though the threat of riot and destruction was evident,
the Klansmen were allowed their constitutional
freedom. There was a great deal of conflict and damage
done not only to the community but lo several
individuals as well.
To quote the Oct. 30 Washington Posi, "Because of
the threat of violence, a tremendous force of police
was assembled. Two thousand D.C. policd officers,
800 Capitol police and 325 Park Police, who were
there to prevent trouble, bore the brunt of the
demonstrators' wrath. Eight D.C. officers were injured
— at least one seriously — by flying rocks and
bricks, and property, including a number of police
cars, was destroyed."
This reaction was exactly the type of publicity and
outrage that the Klan lives on. If I were a black D.C.
resident and were confronted with thai type of
injustice, I don't know how I would have responded.
Although violence is noi a justifiable answer to the
Klan, I cannot honestly say that if I were in thai
position, I would not react the same way.
Even 25 years after ihc landmark civil rights
legislation and the tumult this country went through,
it is hard to believe there could still be so much
controversy and hatred in our country. I cannot

explain why people feel the way they feel, but I only
know I am saddened for all Americans when a few
choose to promote such haired and disharmony. I am
not a psychology major, and I do not understand the
reasons behind such a hatred.
I have had one best friend since the seventh grade.
He is a sophomore here at JMU, and he is black. (I
won't mention his name because he has threatened me
with great bodily harm if I do.) For my friend and me
race has never been a consideration. But
unfortunately, some would not see this as so. Just
walking down the streets of Harrisonburg often is
tense and angering as the occasional racial epithet is
heard.
My friend doesn't get mad anymore; he feels he
can't win. But I still get very angry. If you have
undeniable prejudices about another race, please keep
them to yourself. This is America, and you can feel
any way you want, but please don't hurt others with
your taunts.
My friend and I have been through some good times
and bad, but we will likely always be friends. We
have decided not to let color ruin our friendship and
our lives, and I ask that everyone does the same. To
the Ku Klux Klan, you have the right to your own
views as guaranteed by the Constitution. But it was a
sad and painful day when you marched on America's
Capitol. If you don't like someone because of their
race, 1 feel sorry for you.
But I don't feel sorry for you anymore when you air
these sentiments and hurt others, including me.
Freshman Jamie Crim hopes lo one day live in a
world free of racism and haired.

Greek party policies: only for the chosen few
A lot of people look for a good time when they
come lo college. Sterotypically, ihc burden of a good
party falls upon the Greek system of any one school.
When it comes to on-campus living al JMU, ihc
story is no different.
Greek Row has always held a special spol in JMU's
social life. And for the most pan, die Row has upheld
its end of the bargain. Just about every weekend, a
host of parties can be found up and down die Row.
Getting into those parties can be tricky, though,
especially if you're a guy.
Now don't get me wrong. I've snuck through the
back door and benefitted from a Icss-ihan-sober
doorman myself, and T realize safety precautions and
insurance premiums mandate a limited admittance
policy. But as things generally go, the admittance
policy of many fraternities really is sexist towards
men and degrading toward women.
In most cases, guys need to be on a list, meaning
they're the guest of a brother, to get into the party
while all a girl usually needs is a ticket. It seems
these tickets can be found everywhere. From a laundry
room or soda machine upstairs to an envelope hung
on some bulletin board in the house, girls never have
any trouble finding a ticket to get into a party. I've
even seen a cashier at PC Dukes handing them out to
girls as they pass through the line. All that without
even using a double-punch.
Anyone with a JMU ID and one of these
hard-to-get-a-hold-of tickets can gel into most parties
on the Row, as long as they're female. A guy must
hope he can be the benefactor of a brother's good will.
' * IMot1 thai'this is always1 the edse, but in' many'cases

RISKY BUSINESS
Mark DeStefano
it is true. I was told by one doorman at a parly that
tickets are for girls only and guys must be on ihc list.
The mandate of a guy's name being on a list is fairly
consistent up and down the Row.
So while girls pretty much have free run on the
Row, guys gel penalized for, well, being guys.
Allowing one sex to gain such easy access inio
parties while making it difficult for ihc other is
discriminatory. In the eyes of the law, there is no
difference between a drunk male and a drunk female.
The only difference between John and Jane Doc once
they step through that basement door is thai one is
male and the other female.
Which brings me to my next poinl. 1 wonder if ihc
ladies of JMU have stopped to wonder why exactly it
is they have such an easy time gelling inio parties on
the Row? Why would a fraternity be so willing lo let
girls in and not guys?
I shouldn't have to spell ihis out for you. Women
claim men only think with one part of their body
most of the time, and they're usually right. A
basement full of drunk homy guys is an ugly sight,
but a basement full of drunk homy guys and girls is a
party. Even with all the education on dale rape and
sexism currently being touted, a policy like ihis
really does nothing but slap a lot of people in ihc
fi^f
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As far as solutions go. open parties arc both
impractical and impossible. But a consistent policy
would begin to solve a loi of problems. If your name
is on the guest list and you have a JMU ID to back
up who you claim you arc, then you should be let
into the party. Somebody had lo have put you on the
list.
And if you have a ticket and an ID thai proves you
to be a student at JMU, then you also should be let
into the party. You obviously had to get ihc ticket
from somewhere. It makes no difference if you're a
guy or girl, a policy similar to ihc one above would
be a lot more fair to everyone than the one in
existence now.
In the meantime, boys will be boys and be
penalized for being such. Girls, on the other hand,
will probably have to figure their own roles as far as
the Row goes. And while nol every fraicrnily treats
Iheir fellow man or the belter half in ihc same
manner, enough of what I've described docs go on to
make it a problem.
I've had a lot of good times at panics on ihc Row
since I sianed going here, bul I'll never in my life
figure out how such a large group of organizations
could uniformly follow such a biased policy. And
until some organization lakes ihc initiative and steps
in to make a change, the Row will forever be status
quo, serving only those who serve it and doing a great
injustice lo the greater number of students here al
JMU.
Mark DeStefano
"tSHmtinic'dHSn.
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In The Last 10 Years Jiffy Lube Has
* 5? Serviced Over 46Million Cars!
OVER 46 MILLION nationwide! That's trust! And every day more and more car owners
are putting their trust in our top quality, fast, complete 14 point oil change and fluid service.
JOIN THE PARTY! Come and celebrate our 10th Birthday! Visit your
neighborhood center today and joini the party! Happy Birthday Jiffy Lube!

WE DO IT RIGHT... GUARANTEED!
Located at 1870 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg
Across from the Valley Mall on Route 33
(703)433-8599
Sat. 8 A.M. - 5 PM
Hours: M-T-W-F 8 AM-6 PM Thur&. 8 AM-8 PM

Sunday - Closed
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Consignment store relocates to Harrisonburg
Betsy Owrkamp
stqffwriter
Can't quite afford it new and don't
know what to do?
Harrisonburg's newest consignment
shop may have just what you are
looking for.
Bill and Ogamay Miller opened
Second Edition Consignment Fashions
in July. They previously owned a
consignment store in New Market but
always wanted to own a store in
Harrisonburg.
"Basically, it was to give me
something to do — plus 1 love
clothes," Ogamay said. "I like dealing
with people, helping people."
The Millers wanted to move to
Harrisonburg because it is a bigger
market and many people from the city
shopped at their New Market store.
Finding a location in Harrisonburg
took awhile — but when 40 West
Washington St. became available, they
grabbed it. "We closed our store in
New Market on Saturday afternoon at
1, and opened this one on Monday
morning at 10," Bill said.
Their downtown location has proved
to be a plus.
"I was really surprised with the
location because I thought when we
first found it, I said 'Oh, this is bad.'
But there is a lot of traffic that comes
through here," Ogamay said.
Most of their customers come

through word of mouth, the Millers
said. They also advertise on radio and
in newspapers. "It's a combination of
people who heard about us on the radio
and people w'.io heard about us by word
of mouth," Bill said.
"I'd say that probably 50 percent of
the people who come in every day are
new people," he said.
Second Edition has something for
everyone. If you need a new-to-you
winter coat — or sweater, suit, dress or
pants — Second Edition probably has
what you're looking for. They also
have antique and good costume jewelry
and other accessories.
The Millers said they would like to
have more jewelry because the pieces
they do consign are bought very
quickly.
Their clothes come from local people
— many of whom shop in the store —
and they split the sale 50-50 with their
consignees.
Right now they are accepting winter
and fall clothing for the seasons that
run from October to February. The
spring season for the store will last
from March to September.
The clothes must be cleaned, in good
condition and up-to-date, Bill said.
"Quite a bit of our clothing has never
been wom or was just wom once," he
said.
"You'd be very surprised by what
you can find [at Second Edition],"
Ogamay said.
Second Edition
Consignments opened
in July. Bill and
Ogamay Miller
[pictured left] are in
the store daily, ready
to help customers.
Now that their
children have grown
up, they can devote
their time to making
the store a success.
Everything from men's
suits — some of which
have only been wom
once — to used books
and new-to-you
women's clothing can
be found there. Bill
and Ogamay pride
themselves on the
diversity of their
items.
photos by Chris Tyree
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At

Teachers with tt

Art

November 12-18
• "Art Faculty Exhibition," variety ot
media by members of the JMU
Department of Art, Sawhill Gallery.

exhibit features fat

November 12-20
• "Artwork by Suji Lee and Rod
Sauquillo," variety of media by
two JMU undergraduate art
students. Artworks Gallery, Zirkle
House.
• "Artwork by Jeff Botkin and
Patrick Wilson," undergraduate
artwork, The Other Gallery, Zirkle
House.

November 12-21
• 'The Iron Bridge Show,"
photography exihibit sponsored by
the Appalachian Environment Arts
Center in North Carolina, New
Image Gallery, Zirkle House.

Music
November 12
• String Chamber Ensemble, 8
p.m., Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.

November 13
• Wind Symphony, 8 p.m., Wilson
Hall Auditorium.

November 16
• Student recital with cellist Jim
Fellenbaum, 8 p.m.,
Anthony Seeger Hall Auditorium,

November 18
• JMU Chorus, 3 p.m.,Wilson Hall
Auditorium
• Public Enemy Concert, Rob
Base opening, Convocation
Center, 8 p.m., $10 with Student
ID, $17.50 general public and
day of show. Sponsored by the
University Program Board.

Theatre
November 17-18
• "Godspell," play, Saturday, 2
and 9 p.m., Sunday, 2 p.m.,
Theatre II, $3.

Dance
November 15
• Joseph Holmes Chicago Dance
Theatre Master Classes,
students, 10:50 a.m.;
community, 8 p.m., Godwin Hall.

November 16
• Joseph Holmes Chicago Dance
Theatre, 8 p.m., Wilson Hall
Auditorium, $6 with student
ID, $10 general public.

Article by
Katie
McFadden
Photos by
Chris Haws
Graphics by
Derek
Carbonneau
Design by
David
Schleck

Are you feeling the November blahs? Sure,
Thanksgiving Break is coming — but all you can see
is Exam Week ahead.
One inspiring and esthctically pleasing cure to the
November blahs may be an escape to the world of visual art.
JMU's Faculty Art Exhibit will be on display in Sawhill Gallery
in Duke Hall through Sunday.
The 41 pieces on display comprise a collection of technical
variety and represent the work of 17 award-winning artists in
JMU's Department of Art.
Stuart Downs, director of Sawhill Gallery, said the Faculty Art
Exhibit typically is the most popular exhibit on campus, and he
expects 1,300 viewers before the exhibit concludes this weekend.
The exhibit features printmaking, jewelry, sculpture, painting
and Tiber as well as less traditional art styles such as graphic
design and fabric xerography. Fabric xerography involves an
artist photocopying an image — a plank of wood, for example
— onto a piece of fabric.

Literature published by faculty men
exhibit. Books and articles about art 1
well as exhibit catalogs of faculty art
gallery.
Downs said students will benefit fix
value and from viewing artwork by al
faculty.
"The diversity of the art experience
gain from the exhibit," Downs said."
to see individuals working in a numb<
This exhibit offers different stylist
realism to abstraction. I think seeing ■
by side opens students up to what the
James Crable, whose photography I
extensively in the United States and e
exhibit is significant because it allow
what kind of work their professors are
The exhibit is a "good chance to shi
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rte
talent
acuity art
members also is featured in the
art history and education as
y art are on display outside the
fit from the exhibit's educational
by about 90 percent of the art
ence is one thing students can
lid. "They have the opportunity
umber of different mediums,
lylistic approaches to art from
:ing various types of works side
it the art experience is."
phy has been exhibited
and even in Japan, feels the
Hows students to really see
rs are producing.
10 show we are not just asking

them to produce, but try to do it ourselves," Crablc said.
Crable has submitted two photography pieces he calls
"repetitions." His piece, "East Wing, National Gallery of Art,
Washington, D.C.," is typical of his urban style.
"Most of the work I do is in large metro areas where 1 try to
capture the interaction of people with their architectural
environment.'
One of the graphic design exhibits on display is the work of
instructor Sang Yoon.
Yoon's collection of six pieces called "Mackintosh Flags" was
completed this summer while she was working under a JMU
Teaching Grant. The collection of graphic interpretations of the
American Flag is a part of a scries titled "Exploring American
Icon and Image."
As a foreigner of the United States, Yoon said she wanted to
express a different point of view on the flag.
"I chose the flag not just as a symbol of the U.S., but because
it includes the spirit of the people," Yoon said.
"I can see that that spirit is fading and in the series I focus on
both the positive and negative aspects of the flag. I am not
showing disrespect but wanted people to be aware of the fading
pride in the flag."
Ron Wyancko's metal works have an equally significant
message. The predominant piece in his exhibit is "Through the
Ages," a silver box holding a piece of ivory.
Wyancko explained his effort, motivated by prehistoric cave
paintings, is a "comment on the the passing of materials and
animals that won't exist in future."
"I wanted to show my concern over the reasons why ivory is
no longer available," Wyancko said.
Wyancko's work recently has been included in a show in
Boston at the Society of Arts and Crafts.
Masako Miyata's "Boys Get More," was inspired by a memory
from her youth. Miyata told of an incident when her
grandmother's sister brought Miyata and some of her relatives to
a candy store. Miyata's elder relative bought more candy for her
male cousin, explaining that boys deserve to get more.
Miyata's art also is presently on display in a exhibit tilled
"Un/Common Ground" at The Virginia Museum of Fine Arts in
Richmond.
Sawhill Gallery will host a gallery talk featuring several of the
artists featured in the Faculty Art Exhibit Wednesday at 4:30
p.m.
Downs said the chance to hear artists explain their work will
add a human dimension to artwork.
Sawhill Gallery's hours are Monday through Friday, 10:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Clockwise from top: Junior Don Mai observes the
computer prints on display at the Faculty Art Exhibit in
Sawhill Gallery; Steve Zapton's untitled installation
includes a wooden replica of a refrigerator; "Boys Get
More," a whiteware clay sculpture by Masako Miyata,
includes a carp kite, bamboo stick, origami boat and
large bag of candy to represent boys while the smaller
bag symbolizes girls.
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fresh flowers III
Carnation bud vasts
Rose Bud vases
Single roses
Mixed bunches

$4.99
$5.99
$2.19
$3.99
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JMUday!

10% OFF!

Parts and Labor With JMU ID.
We service all kinds of
vehicles, foreign and domestic.
A shuttle service win be available to
and from campus. Call for details!
lrVheatley Motor C*r Wompany
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* Oiler not valid with any other coupon specials.

UpcomingEvents*.

Sunday, Nov. 18 - PUBLIC ENEMY and Rob Base - 8:00pm Convocation
Center, $10 w/ID, $17.50 General Public and Day of Show
Monday, Nov. 12 - \entriloquist Jeff Dunham & Peanut-Wilson— 8:00 pm—$2.00
Saturday, Dec. 1 -A Christmas Carol - $30 Ford's Theatre- Tickets available in the UPB
Spring Break '91 — Cancan $529 - 5 star hotel on the beach, Roundtrip air fare WRce.
on Trump Airlines, for all the details, contact Rick Young (x6217)

Movies This Week...
Tues. & Wed., Nov. 13 & 14 Back to the Future III 7 & 9:30 Grafton- Stovall $1.50 w/ID $2.00
w/out
Thurs., Nov. 15, Star Wars 7 & 9:30 $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out G/S
Fri. & Sat., Nov. 16 & 17, Bird on a Wire 7 & 9:30 $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out G/S
Sun., Nov. 18, Au Revoir Les Enfants 7:30 FREE G/S

Special Announcements...

Campus Safety Teleconference ■ GIS Theater ■ 5pm W/Panel discussion
FREE ■ Monday, Nov. 19.

CALL THE UPB HOTLINE X6504
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Military offers money, maturity for students
Some do it for ihe money.
Others want to vent their wildncss and still on. .,
just aren't ready to "make the commitment."
That's why they join the military.
Dale Harter, Pat Creed and Chris Black were
members of the armed forces before ihey came to
JMU. And Jim Duby attended JMU for three
semesters, left and spent two years in the Army and
now is back at JMU completing a degree in computer
information systems. He will graduate in August.
Harter says, "I got a tremendous amount out of my
military experience. If I had gone lo college right out
of high school, I wouldn't have been the mature
individual I am now. I would have particd and wasted
my parents' money. It makes you lake things more
seriously when you're spending your own money."

0

Harter was in the Air Force for six years and reached
the rank of staff sergeant. He attended JMU part time
from 1982-87 before starling full lime in 1988.
Harter says he joined the Air Force because he didn't
have the money to go to college right alter high
school.
Now he gels money for college from the Veterans
Education Assistance Program. Ho says he gives the
program S2,7(X) each year. They double that sum and
add it to the original 52,700, bringing the total to
S8.100 each year.
The money is given to the students in increments
of S300 each month they arc enrolled in school. The
money can be used for anything from dates u> hooks
to food.
Harter also is a member of the Virginia National
Guard. He goes for training once a month and serves
as the editor of the state magazine for the National
Guard.
The National Guard also gives a stipend to its
members.
Though he sees benefits to his military service,
Harter also feels uncomfortable sometimes because of
his age. "I'm 27, and sometimes I feel a little self
conscious about being older than most of the other
people in my classes," he says.
Creed had a different reason lor joining the Armed
Fortes — to settle down. He served in the Army for
three years and was a sergeant when he left.
Creed says he benefited greatly from his military
experience. "It helped me a lot," he says. "I learned a
lot of discipline and got to hum oil some of my
wildncss. The army makes you grow up real last."
He says he also enjoyed the travel. "I've been to the
Middle East, to Central America — I've been abused
by some of the best the Army has to offer," Creed
says.
Creed joined the Army when he was 17 because he
didn't want to go to college.
"I didn't have any money to go to school, and if I
had gone I probably would have failed out," he says.
"I would have run around and been wild."
He entered JMU in 1989, and prides himself on
being the "oldest freshman resident of Eagle Hall last
year," he says.
But "I felt kind of alienated sometimes," he says.
"All my friends were younger than I am.
"It wasn't so bad, though. You just learn to deal
with it"
Creed also is a member of the Virginia National
Guard and JMU's ROTC program, both of which help
pay the expenses of college.
He also gets a monthly stipend of $633 each of the
nine months he is in school.

Creed and Black met while they were in the army.
Both were members of the U.S. Army Rangers and
were Army Airborne Soldiers. Black came to JMU
last year to visit Creed, and he liked it so much he
entered JMU as a 22-ycar-old freshman this fall.
"The Army gave me experience working with
people," Black says. "I held management positions,
and I was in charge of a communication shop when I
was 20. I learned the discipline it took to run the
shop and keep everyone doing their jobs.
"I know now when not to go out and party and
when lo slay home and study and gel some work
done."
Black receives the same monthly stipend Creed docs
and also is in ROTC.
MILITARY page 16
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Military.
CONTINUED from page IS
Money was not a main concern for
Black when he joined the Army. "I
really needed the Army," he says. "I
wasn't the most squared-away
individual when I graduated from high
school — the Army did that for me."
As for being a 22-year-old freshman.
Black says he doesn't let it bother him.
"It's not a problem for me," he says.
"I guess I'm still pretty young-minded
at heart. I'm still a kid in a lot of
ways. Even though I have a mature
mind set, I can still screw around with
the worst of them. I really like
college."
But Duby, who graduates in August,
is ready to "get out of school."
"Sometimes I feel uncomfortable
being older than other students," he
says. "All my friends who were here
when I started have graduated and they
all have jobs now.
"Sometimes I feel like I'm a little
behind the eight ball."
Duby left JMU after three semesters
because he needed to earn money to
pay for the rest of his education.
Bui he got more out of his two years
in the Army than finances, he says.
"Being in the Army gave me time to
grow up," he says. "I got to see what
the real world is like without really
being out there on my own — the
Army takes care of you."

Geography Awareness Week stresses education
Derek Carbonneau
stqffwriter
Geography
Awareness
WccK November
11-17,1990

A series of lectures, sponsored by the Department of
Geography and Geography Club, will be held as part of
Geography Awareness Week. The fourth annual national
event runs from Nov. 11 through 17.
The national sponsor of the week, the Association of
American Geographers, has picked "Window On a
Changing World" as this year's theme.
"We are trying to focus attention on political change
around the world," said Jason Powell, president of the
Geography Club. "We are really trying to make people
aware of the wide scope of geography.
"The Geography Club has just restarted this year," he
said. "This is the first year JMU has really recognized and
planned events for the week."
The Geography Club will hold an open house in Miller
Hall Room 308 on Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
As part of this open house, students will demonstrate
the use of ERDAS, a digital satellite imaging program
that classifies land use and features. There also will be
map-making demonstrations.
A panel discussion on the Middle East, sponsored by the
Geography Club, will be held Wednesday. The panel
members will include three JMU professors: Jack Gentile
of the geography department, Glenn Hastcdt from the
political science department and Caroline Marshall of the
history department, and Scott Harrop, a Government and
Foreign affairs professor from the University of Virginia.
Also Wednesday, Dr. Chung K. Yoon, a JMU history
professor, will talk about Communist China.
Thursday, Brian Blouet of the College of William &
Mary will present a speech on the "New Europe" — a
look at the Europe of post-EEC unification.

Wednesday November 14
3:00p.m.

TTteW)rkEra*rorirneTtt
presented by Geography Alumni
room 20& Miller Hall

5:30pja

Middle East Pand Discussion
Jack Gentile, Glenn Hasted, Caroline Marshall
—James Madison University
Scott Harrop
—Univasity of Virginia
presented by theGeography Qub
room M2CP, Duke Hall

7:30 p.m.

Vie "Second Rcvolutia\" m tl\e Communist

WMTUCaxcf China
Dr. Chang K. \bon, ftofewrof Hsory
—James Madison University
HamsboBcr Lecture HaB, Miller Hall

Thursday November 15
3:00 p.m.

The New Europe
Dr. Brian Blouet, Collegeof William & Mary
Bbdcwdl Auditorium, Moody Hall
LEE COSTIC/THE BREEZE

GRADUATE SCHOOL
FESTIVAL
1990
For Graduate/ Professional Study Programs
Wednesday, November 14,1990
12:00p.m.-3:00p.m.
Phillips Center Ballroom
James Madison University

H

+
MEDICAL SCHOOLS

GRADUATE PROGRAMS

LAW SCHOOLS

ta

OPTOMETRY SCHOOLS

MBA PROGRAMS

VETERINARY SCHOOLS

James Madison University - Office of Career Services
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Who's no. 1? Let
a playoff decide
Well, things are back to normal. Virginia, the
stalwart of college football excellence, has
reclaimed its winning ways. The mountains may
crumble into the sea, it may rain for 80 days and
nights and construction may finally come to an
end at JMU (egad), but that won't really matter
now. The Cavaliers are once again on the winning
track. What else in life matters?

COMMENTARY
-Mark DeStefano
_—
Of course, if you're like me, you're trying not to
laugh too hard.
Don't get me wrong. I kind of liked the idea of
housing a national champion in the state of
Virginia, but I was kind of hoping for another
school in another sport. A January football
champion is nice, but a March basketball
champion would be better. Much better.
Anyway, based on my limited interaction with
UVa students, it seemed to me they were getting a
little cocky. Almost too big for their Britches, if
you know what I mean. Sure, they were pretty
cocky in the first place, but this football thing
really swelled their heads. Georgia Tech's reality
break probably has done the whole state good.
Could you imagine a national champion residing
in Charlottesville? Can you imagine what a
picture of a Wahoo looks like?
What the Cavs did, in a more serious light, is
really screw up the national title picture. With
their loss last week, the ranks of college football
were left without a clear choice for top spot. The
pollsters responded by doing what they usually do
in times of confusion such as this. They made
Notre Dame number one.
The Fightin' Irish do have a good team, and they
did respond with a big win over Tennessee, but
there are a whole bunch of other teams mat could
be there as well. After stumbling a bit the first
two weeks of the season, Colorado has won nine
straight, and wrapped up the Big 8. And how
about the Ramblin' Wreck? Georgia Tech only
squeaked by Virgina Tech 6-3 Saturday, but they
beat you know who and remain unbeaten with a
tie (9-0-1).
By dropping big games Saturday, Houston and
Washington knocked themselves out of the
national title picture. At, 8-1, Brigham Young has
to be considered. Don't forget about the Sunshine
State trio of Miami, Florida and Florida State all
of whom are making late-season charges to the
top of the polls.
And as always, the national title rests on the
PLAYOFFS page 19
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JMU QB Eriq Williams evades William and Mary tackier Alan Garlic during Saturday's 31-21 loss.

Dukes' miscues 'critical' as
Tribe's experience prevails
JohnRCraig
stqffwriter
. With an upset of ninth-ranked William & Mary in
the making, critical miscues inside the Tribe 4-yard
line led to the Dukes' third loss in four week's.
The Tribe, 8-2, beat JMU 31-21 Saturday in front
of a sparse crowd of 6,641 at Bridgcforth Stadium.
Losses in the meat of the schedule to top-10 teams
Youngstown State and Georgia Southern sandwiched
the win at I-A Navy. Now the Dukes, 5-5, must gulp
their final test with Appalachian State.
"The win was well within our grasp, and we're just
going to have to find out a way to execute those
critical plays and get in the end/one to win the
football game," said JMU head coach Joe Purzycki.

Down 28-21 in the fourth quarter, the Dukes had a
Hollywood ending in mind, but somebody changed
the script.
On first and goal at the Tribe 3, quarterback Eriq
Williams took the snap and ran right, pitching to
halfback Leon Taylor at the last second. The throw
was behind Taylor and the Dukes recovered it back at
the W&M 12.
"They were just pressing hard and it was just a bad
pitch on my part," Williams said.
Purzycki said if the pilch had been completed,
Taylor "walks in the endzonc." Pur/.ycki called the
sequence the "nature of the offense."
"The fumble on the pilch early in the scries put us
FOOTBALL page 19
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Dukes ramble over Ga. Tech, prepare for CAA tourney
RobKaeaar
s*ffwriter

'%.,

..-1

Led by their two seniors, Patti Ray and Christy
Clover, the JMU women's volleyball team abruptly
dismissed Georgia Tech (15-4, 15-5. 15-10) in the
Dukes' final home match or the season.
By defeating the Yellow Jackets Friday and
Virginia Tech Tuesday, JMU provided themselves
with a stepping stone for the Colonial Athletic
Association Championships Friday and Saturday at
UNC-Wilmington.
"I'm really, really happy with the way things have
gone this week for us," Coach Catherine Milligan
said. "They [the players] are really excited because
they've been playing really well."
From the first serve, JMU was in control of the
match. The Dukes jumped out to a 7-0 lead in the
first game and had similar runs in the following two
games.
A large contributor to the case of the JMU victory
was team defense, a facet of their game they improved
on their trip to California, where they dropped games
to Si. Mary's, San Francisco and Santa Clara.
The teams out there play great defense, and I think
that really upped the level of our defense," Milligan
said. "We didn't win, but wc learned a lot in terms of
reacting to balls on defense, getting outrageous
touches that nobody can believe we're getting."
Another addition to the Dukes play is what
Milligan termed "pegging the opponents" or in a
word, anticipation.
"We are paying quite a bit of attention to pegging

W-

the other side, trying to figure out and expect where
the ball is going to go," Milligan said. "It makes a
big difference if you can anticipate what they're going
to be doing. If you take the lime to do that, it is
fairly easy to read tendencies."
JMU was able to read the Georgia Tech so well that
every Dukes player got into the match, a very rare
occurrence.
Ray said, "sometimes you run into a problem with
(substitutions], but they did a good Job in there."
The substitutes' success didn't surprise Milligan.
"We have so much depth. Even the kids that hardly
ever get to play come in and play great," Milligan
said. "It meant a lot to the team to huvc everybody
play."
Milligan now feels the entire squad is ready for the
CAA tournament. The Dukes are seeded Fourth in the
six-ieam set-up, but Milligan is looking for JMU to
finish in the top three, as they have done the past two
years.
The Dukes open play against host
UNC-Wilmington, a team they beat earlier this
season. If they get by the Seahawks, JMU could face
first-seeded William and Mary. Despite being beat by
W&M in October, Milligan has confidence in her
squad.
"If we play like we're playing now, wc have a real
good shot of giving them a real good game and who
knows what will happen," she said.
Milligan believes her squad is peaking right now,
and Ray, nearing the end of her JMU volleyball
career, agrees.
"It's all coming together right now," she said.

WUHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

JMU senior Patti Ray (foreground) and junior
INiabath Dean go up for a block against
Georgia Tech at Godwin Gym Friday night.
The OukM dafaatad Tech in straight games,
16-4,1B-5,15-10. After, dropping four In a
row, JMU has won their last two games and
will play In the CAA ohampionsip tournament
In Wilmington this weekend.
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Morrissey **Bona Drag" CD $11.99
Led Zeppelin Box Set $49.99

75 Court Square
(Next to Sovran)
433-1833
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69 S. Liberty St.
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DAVID THOMAS
has joined the staff

Wfl of Toyota of Harrisonburg

He wishes to invite his former &
new customers and friends to stop by and see
our new Toyotas and used vehicles.

Credit Available

745 E. Marfctjt
U.S. 33 East, Harrisonburg

434-1400
1400-2IM510 VA.DU
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Football

CONTINUED from page 17
behind schedule and what looked like a
certain call turns out to be a real rough
zone," Purzycki said.
On fourth and goal at the 9,
Williams lofted a pass to fullback
Willie Lanier but it was picked off by
Tribe free safety Eric Lambert, who
returned it 73 yards.
"The big key was getting them in a
long yard situation there," W&M head
coach Jimmye Laycock said. "They've
got to take a chance ... and maybe
you throw a ball you normally don't
throw. I don't like to make those
calls."
W&M's balanced attack found the

Dukes' defense porous. Tailback
Robert Green and fullback Tyrone
Shelton combined for 248 yards on 52
carries. Green's 155 yards put him over
the 1,000-yard mark for the season.
Shelton, who bulled his way in for a
pair of two-point conversions after
W&M's tliird-quarter touchdowns,
needs 44 yards to reach 1,000.
Tribe quarterback Chris Hakcl,
ranked 12th in the nation in passing
efficiency, threw for two scores and
snuck in for another.
Dukes' free safety Eupton Jackson
led the Dukes with 16 tackles in a unit
with defensive linemen Give Pettis

and Paris Fahed out with injuries —
Bryan Lewis and Chris Sullivan
started.
Both teams fumbled at critical times
early in the game. Shelton fumbled at
JMU's 3 on W&M's first drive or the
afternoon. The ball scooted out of the
endzone and the Dukes took over at
spot of the fumble.
Two plays later, fullback Joe
Sparksman cut through the line,
stumbled forward, regained his balance
and darted 95 yards for the longest
touchdown in team and stadium
history.
"The defense gave Eriq a give read

only then can an undisputed national
champion be crowned. Sure, this
would lengthen the season and put
more strain on the athletes, but the
athletes would probably love it and
universities stand to make a gross
amount of money. Like nose tackles
would rather be in class than saying
'Hi Mom!' on national TV. Get
serious.

current bowl system. Miami-Notre
Dame game would take on the rivalry
currently only seen when the Four
Horsemen wrestle anybody on the
NWA Main Event. And UVa might
even get a second chance to prove its
worth on the Held (besides holding the
grass down).

and I saw a hole ... and I made my
cut there, and the hole just opened wide
and I just tried to outrun everybody,"
Sparksman said.
Holder Scott Todd ran in a two point
conversion after a high snap from
Brian Kagle. JMU's fifth long snupper
of the year. J ML) led 8-0.
A JMU fumble at the W&M 1 ended
the Dukes' second scoring threat.
Williams lost the ball after Lanier
brushed it with his hip on a fake
handoff. The Tribe recovered and took
the lead 12-8 after a 99-yard. 12-play
drive.

Playoffs
CONTINUED from page 17
outcome of the bowl games. Colorado
will play in the Orange, while
Washington will visit Pasadena. Their
league contracts dictate that.
Meanwhile, independants like Notre
Dame and Miami have their choice
concerning which bowl they choose to
visit. The Irish will most likely face
the Buffaloes, while Miami will be
going to the Sugar. Houston won't
even get the Tidy Bowl this year.
All this confusion calls for, in this
year more than ever, a national
collegiate playoff system. Then and

And think of the potential
match-ups. If Washington had stayed
unbeaten, they finally could have
played Colorado, a game which never
would have taken place with the

The idea of a collegiate playoff
system is not a new one but certainly
one whose time has come. The days of
the world-beaters arc over. It's not that
there aren't any really good teams, it's
because there are so many good teams
that college football is so screwed up.

Parity has run amok in the NCAA, and
football is the prime victim.
Look at basketball, or even I-A A
football. Every season, they have a
tournament drawing the best teams in
the nation together, and no one argues
when the winner is named the best in
the nation. If football is to escape the
mire the Orange, Sugar, Cotton,
Fiesta, Rose, Blucbonnct, Salad,
Toilet Bowl mess has created,
something is going to have to be done.
Hopefully, it'll be done soon.
At least before JMU arrives on the
national scene.

SKI FOR CREDIT
ribs •

nhieAren «

pork • beef • wings

MASSANUTTEN
Pre-register now for PE 131 (Elementary), PE 231
(Intermediate), or PE 331 (Advanced) courses
for two semester hours credit on your class schedule.
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HANK'S

When: 3RD BLOCK TUESDAY/THURSDAY
l-5pm OR 5-10pm CLASS SESSIONS

Eat-In or Carry-Out
Custom Cooling
Catering
Picnic*

43-HANKS

i
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NEW 2 upper level trails/quad chair lift
Increased snow-making capacity

$120 ($144 with rental equipment)

hil'o. 'M

4844657

&T

£QS»I

*-

$i

AH main diahea & tide orders homemade & prepared on the premise*!

Check payable to: Great Eastern Retort Management.
MU8T be paid at REQUIRED orientation/liability meeting
in O/S Theatre Tuesday, January 8. *A late fee of $10
will be charged to all students who do not attend thia meeting
Small Group lessons/oar pools to be formed

For further information contact:
Dr. John Haynes, Physical Education & Sport Dept.
Phone 568-3949
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2 Convenient Locations
DUKES PLAZA
225 South Main St.
OPEN 24 HOURS

CARLTON ST.
Open Fri. & Sat.
Till 11 p.m.

WE GLADLY ACCEPT: VISA/MASTERCARD
«•-.>
IMMMMNM

[n Store D*l(/B*t*f
'Holiday Orders Welcome" 1 ftZtofftito Made Fresh Daily4
■

■■■
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S) M9 oz.

2 Liter

Banquet Frozen
Pumpkin Pies

Coke Products

$1.09

i»99:0
Fresh
Split Chicken Breast

$1.49

1/2Galton

iJreyers Ice Cream

$2.99
IM

^coupon-———- £ LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
£
IN QUARTERS
KRAFT

# coupon-

688

ALL VARIETIES

Heir's
Potato Chips

Parkay Margarine
00.

Mb.
pkg.
With this coupon and '10.00 purchase. Good Nov. 11-Nov. 17.
■

6.5 oz.
Pkg.
WITH THIS COUPON & $10 PURCHASE. LIMIT 1
VAUD NOV. lllh THRU NOV. 17.1990

■

SESJNTHIS ADARS EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 17, 1990. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.
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SPORTS

SPORTSHIGHUGHTS
Sparksman explodes
Red-shirt freshman Joe Sparksman, a fullback,
rushed seven times for 141 yards Saturday against
William & Mary. That toial included a 95-yard
touchdown in the first quarter the first lime he
touched the ball.
The run was the longest rushing touchdown in
JMU and stadium history. The previous JMU
mark had been 92 yards by Brian Koc in 1983 at
Delaware Slate. The stadium record was a 94-yard
touchdown in 1976 by Bill Douglas of Froslburg
State.

MONDAY NOVEMBER 12.1990

Boxscores
FOOTBALL
JMU-William & Mary Statistics:

Hood, Irvin injured
JMU basketball players Steve Hood and Fcss
Irvin have been watching practice from the
sidelines lately. Hood, last year's Colonial
Athletic Association Player of ihc Year, has a
deep thigh bruise and has been on crutches. Irvin
has an injured hand and has been nursing il back
to health.
Trainer Craig Mackail said Hood is "day-to-day"
while Irvin was taking a few days off. Both arc
expected to return to full strength by JMU's
opener, Nov. 24, against Marist.

B-ball ticket policy announced
This season, JMU will return to iLs old ticket
policy. Students will not have lo pick up tickets
for home men's basketball games. Doors will
open one hour prior to game lime and students
must present a valid ID al Entrance E of ihe
Convocation Center 10 attend. When the student
sealing areas are completely filled, dial's il.
If students are turned away because all the
student seating is filled, the policy of "prior pick
up" will be reinstated for future games.

Duke Club director named
JMU's new director of athletic development is
familiar with Harrisonburg. Mike Minnis, who
assumes duties as Duke Club director today, is a
1982 JMU graduate and after serving as executive
vice president of Sports Productions Inc. of
Winchester.

STAT OF Trt DAY
Catch me if you can
JMU quarterback Eriq Williams became ihe
Dukes' all-time single-season leader in total
offense Saturday, breaking a nine year old record.
Williams' 127 yards rushing and 133 yards
passing gives him 1,822 total yards in 10 games.
Below are the top five JMU total offense
leaders.
PLAYER
1. Eriq Williams (1990)
2. Tom Bowles (1981)
3. Jon Roddy (1982)
4.LesBranich (1974)
5. Eric Green (1987)

WEEKEND

YARDS
1,822
1,685
1,496
1,468
1,451

W&M (8-2)
JMU (5-5)

3 9 16 3—31
8 0 13 ()—21

First Quarter
JMU—Sparksman 95 run (Toclcl
Tun) 5:44.
W&M—Mueller 21 FC 2:32.
Second Quarter
W&M-Mueller 27 FC 13:02.
W&M—Kingsficld 17 pass from
Hakcl (pass failed) 1:36.
Third Quarter
JMU—Williams 63 run (pass
failed) 10:06.
W&M—Hakcl 1 run (Shclion
run) 6:38.
JMU—Williams 14 run
(Granuzzo kick) 4:56.
W&M—Locke 9 pass from Hakcl
(Shelion run) :38.
Fourth Quarter
W&M—Mueller 23 FC :3l.
A—6,641

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Comp-Au-Ini
Return yards
Punts-avg.
Fumblcs-lost
Penalties-yards
TimcofPoss.

W&M
JMU
26
17
57-152 44-333
256
133
20-30-0 7-17-1
81
0
2-9.0
5 40
4-1
4-1
1-10
5-55
35:30
24:30

Individual Statistics
RUSHING—W&M: Green
29-155, Shclton 23-93, Hakcl
5-4; JMU: Sparksman 7-141.
Williams 20-127, Lanier 9-33.
Sims 4-17. Campbell 3-9,
Thurman 1 -6.
PASSING—W&M: Hakcl
20-30-0-2. 256 yds; JMU:
Williams 7-17-1-0. 133 yds.
RECEIVING—W&M:
Compher 8-127. Kingsficld
4-53, Shclion 3-16. Person
2-42, Williams 1-13. Locke I -9.
Green l-(-4); JMU: McLcod
3-64. Taylor 2-43. Hayes 2-26.

MEN'S TENNIS
Rolex Region II Division 1
Qualifying Tournament, Nov.
8-11. Wake Forest University,
Winston Salem. N.C.:
Singles (48 entries), first round:
Fredrtk Eliason (VCU) d. Marc

Brix (JMU), 6-1, 5-7. 6-1.
Charles Rciney (Furman) d.
Stephen Secord (JMU) 2-6. 6-4.
6-3.
Mall Goctz (JMU) bye.
Second round:
Jason Raymon (Duke) d. Gociz
6-1.6-4.
Doubles:
First round:
Secord-Brix(JMU)d.
Rcincy-Colin Dclancy (Furman)
6-3. 6-2.
Second round:
Secord -Brix d. Fredrik
Cosmo-Luciano D'Andrea (VCU
4-6. 6-3, 7-6.
Quarterfinals:
Jason Riibcll-Gcoff Grant (Duke)
d. Secord-Brix6-4.6-l.

MEN'S
SWIMMING & DIVING
Nov. 9, Baltimore, Md:
JMU 137. UMBC 102
400 medley relay - JMU 3:39.9
(Davcy. Jones. Stansbury,
Palmgrcn).
1000 freestyle - Boscc (UMBC).
9:58.08.
200 freestyle - Tyler (JMU)
1:44.69.
50 freestyle - McCormick
(UMBC) 22.07.
200 individual medley Swmbaugh (UMBC) 2:01.67.
1-meter diving - Sheeny (JMU)
246.97.
200 butterfly - Tyler (JMU)
1:57.52.
100 freestyle - Doctsch (JMU)
48. 74.
200 backstroke - Stambaugh
(UMBC) 2:00.74.
500 freestyle - Tyler (JMU)
4:47.93.
3-meter diving - Sheeny (JMU)
270.45.
200 breaststrokc - Jones (JMU)
2:16.00.
400 freestyle relay - UMBC
3:15.56 (Lo. Stambaugh. Bossc.
Siebert.
RECORDS: JMU 2-0. UMBC
0-1.

REC REPORT
SWIMMING AND DIVING:
Men's swimming and diving will
take place Nov. 13 and women's
Nov. 14 at the Godwin pool.
Rcgistation will take place
between 6 and 6:30 p.m. on the
respective dates and competition
will begin immediately
following signups. You may not
register after 6:30 p.m.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES:
There is a graduate assistantship
position available in the
recreational activities for
facilities management and
personnel supervision starting
Spring semester. Limited hours
arc available. Apply in Godwin
213.
Positions also are available for
fitness center supervision in
Logan Hall starting Spring
Semester. Limited hours are
available. Apply in Godwin 213.
AEROBICS:
JMU's aerobics program is
sponsoring Dance For Heart
Nov. 19 from 5 to 9 p.m.
Registration begins at 4:45 p.m.
in Godwin Gym. Sponsor sheets
arc available this week from any
instructor during classes or in the
rcc. office. All proceeds go lo llic
American Heart Association.
Prizes will be awarded for getting
sponsors.
HILLSIDE FITNESS CENTER
HOURS:
Monday - Thursday: 1-10 p.m.
-Friday: 1-8 p.m.
Saturday: 1-5 p.m.
Sunday: 2:30-8:30 p.m., .
Faculty/Staff Hour: noon-l>.m.
WCC GAMEROOM HOURS:
Daily: lOa.rh.-lOp.m.

College Results
JMU's OPPONENTS' SCORES:
William & Mary 31. JMU 21.
Maine 42, Northeastern 7.
Younstown St. 13. Towson 0.
Appalachian St. 17. VMI0.
Delaware 32. Richmond 25.
Georgia Southern 23,
UT-Chattanooga 20.
Liberty 45. N.C. A&T 24.
Navy 14, Toledo 10.
AROUNDTHE NATION:
Notre Dame 34. Tennessee 29.
UCLA 25. Washington 22.
Colorado 41. Oklahoma St. 22.
Ohio St. 27. Iowa 26.
Georgia Tech 6, Virginia Tech 3.
BYU 45, Wyoming 14.
Florida 38, Georgia 7.
Virginia 24. North Carolina 10.
Florida St. 70. Cincinnati 21.

JMU SP0RTSWATCH
TodayWomen's basketball at home
vs. Finnish National Team
(exhibition) 7:30 p.m.
Women's golf at Florida
International Invitational.

■*
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TORRENT
Hunters Ridge Room - Available Spring.
Conservative
Htostyto
preferred.
Cal
432^)9^S
Campus Condos - 4 subtotters starling
January. Ctoss to campus. 433-2973
MMd 1 Male Roommate - Spring semester.
Colege Station. Spat utilities. $180 or best
otter. Cal 564-1460. Cory.
Luxurious, Furnlehtd Apt At Ode PJh,
Non-smoking tomato 1/V91-9/1/91. Rent
negotiable. Cal Jennifer at 564-1950.
4 BR Apt - Next to campus. 501 High St.
Parking, yard. »150rperson. Lease January August Deposit. 433-1010
Private ROOM - 1 btodt from campus, tare
with lomatos. 433*374
Sublet At Hunter's RMge - This spring. For
more Mo: girls cat Sue, 432-9561 or guys
can Kevin. 432-9536.
1 BR hi Large House - On N. High St.
$125mw. ♦ utisties. avalabte Dee. 20. Fuly
lumished. Ctose to campus. Cal Dave.
434-7586.
Roommate Needed - Guy, own room. $175
651 Kyle St. 2 blocks horn campus. Call Greg,
433*743 or R.S. Monger, 434-3862.
Room - Female to sublet in townhouse until
May. Great location, own room. $158/mo. Call
433-3687
Graduate Student - Rent fuly lumished
room in fully furnished house. Only $135/mo
Available mid-December through Spring. Call
433-8449. ask lor Judy
Room - For 1 girl in large, beaulilul home lor
second semester. Walk to campus. $190. Call
(703)528-3600, Rob or 433-6934 or
(703)922-7788.
Girl Needed - For 4th room across street
Irom campus. Available now. Call Mindy.
564-1179 early evenings for into.
Roommate Needed - Friendly, non-smoking
male. No cals. Willing to share nice apt.
IX/mo. ♦ phone. Call 432-6584 starling
Janaury.

Available For Second Semester - Large,
private room n newly remodeled house.
Share kitchen & bath. Nice neighborhood,
attic slorage. 15 minute walk to campus. 5
minute walk to downtown. Females only.
1225/mo. including utilities. Deposit required
Call 433-5866

1981 Eagle Statlonwagon - 4 speed. 4WD.
4 door. 75k mtes. $1.750. (703)363-5354 (Ml.
Sidney).
Touring Bate - Myata 12-speed. Asking $175
negotiable. Great condition. 22' frame, new
tires. Matthew. 433-7883.
Technics Recerver/Amplilter - Black, looks
» sounds like new. Must set. $7S. Geotl.
432-94U.
Government Seized, Surplus Vehicles AviaMe Irom $1001 Cal tor immediate into.
(504)649 5745 ext. S-411.
1970 Cougar - 81.000 mtes. 1 owner, tike
new. Cal X8009 or 434-3790.
Used Mountoln Bike - 1990 Nshiki Ariel,
mechanic owned, 4 months old, 20". perfect
condition. Originally $740, asking $500 or
best oher Chris. 564-0959

Pro Typist - Next day service
432-9810.

Brenda,

XX - Thanks tor the crazy toga party! D was
Resumes
Produced
432-0029.

Customized
I
Computer
by IABC/JMU. Call Bran.

Typing, Word Processing - By professional
secretary. Liz, 249-5767.

WANTED
Male Roommate - Spring semester. Squire
H*. $175/mo. Straly. 432-0563
Roommate Wanted - Nonsmoking lemale.
For more into caH 433-4041.

IdaZegUiTM
Students For International Experience Presents semester at sea, tonight. 7.30 pm.
Keezel 303.
EX- A belated thanks lor a great spooky

Need Extra Income For 1990? Earn
$500-1,000 weekly slutting envelopes For
details-rush $1 with SASE to OIH Group.
7121 Laurel Hi. Orlando, FL 32818.
Need Extra Pocket Money? Only have a
couple ol nights a week lo work? Fiesta
Cantina is hiring wallers, waitresses, cooks &
dishwashers. Reliable persons need only
apply. 433-8228
Extra Christmas Cash! Anoiher Original
Greetings needs representatives part-lime.
flexible hours, car optional. Excellent product.
EOE. Call 434-2336.
College Students. - Earn up lo $500/wk.
between or after classes, slulling envelopes.
Don! delay! For into send SASE lo DA.
Walker, P.O. Box 14245. Washington. DC.
20044-4245.
National Marketing Firm Seeks - Outgoing,
part-time individual to visit area colleges lo
implement special marketing proiecis Flexible
hours 8 excellent pay Call Elizabeth
(800)592-2121 ext. 114.
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble
products al home Call for inlo (504)641-8003
ext. 411.
Marketing Position - Need enlhuaaslic.
friendly students lor part-time marketing work.
Looking for someone Irom December Ihrough
May. No experience necessary. Call
434-1001 between 10 am & 5 pm

Halloween. aT.
Waitress Needed - Al shifts open. Apply in
person Jess' Lunch. 22 S. Main St. 434-8282.

Baseball Cards - Buying, selling, trading. #1
card shop in Valley. Virginia Cards &
Collectibles' located in Rocky's Mall, 10 miles
south ol Harnsonburg on Rl. 11. Open
Thursday thru Sunday. Phone 234-9900,
434 5040.
Moving On Campus Next Semester? Buy
my lood & housing contract. Call x4053
anytime
1989 Geo Tracker - 5-speed, while, black
lop convertible, like new, 30,000 miles. 1
owner. $8,795. 1986 VW Cabaret convertible.
red. black top. 5-speed. AC. AM/FM cassette.
68.000 miles, like new. 1 owner. $8,495.1980
VW Rabbit. 2 door, black, automatic. AC.
AfWFM cassette, 78,000 mites. $1,595
434-7071. after 6 pm 433-5194. Prices
negotiable, Va. dealer \'

SERVICES
Typing/Word Processing - Deborah Toth.
828-4064. 5 minutes south ol Harnsonburg
Word. Processing - Ol sludeni papers,
reports, etc Judy Shaw. 828-2748.
National DJ Connection - Parlies, dances &
formats. College discount Call 433 0360.

Word Processing - Kendal, 234*725.
Horizon Sure Tan - Is your professional
tanning center. Phone 434-1812 or stop by
1106 Reservoir St.
^^^^^
Kwik Type - Word processing services.
Resumes, reports, teller. Nancy. 289-6223.
Terrific Typist - Fast 8 accurate servee near
Jk*j._434^4332
. ...-.-■:....

a blast! Love. A£A
Student* For International Experience Presents semester at sea tonight, 730 pm.
Keezel 303.
Karate Lessens - Monday & Wednesday, 7
930 pm. Godwin Hal Wrestling Room JMU
Martial Arts Club. Open to al ranks & styles
Instructor 4lh degree black bed. Only a lew
openings left. Cal 43*8824 or stop by.

Want to make changes?
Donl miss the second meeting
of pending

Animal Rights Coalition
rvton., Nov.12,5 pm, Kezefl G-8
Extra Income - While significantly increasing
gasoline mileage. New gasoline green beans
additive. 18 benefits to auto. Immediate
income. Free literature. Money back
guarantee Call (703)474-3992

NOW - 5 pm. Tuesday, Piedmont Room,
WCC. Guest speaker.

A£A Pledges - Congratulations on making it
lo "halways.* We are so proud ol you1 Love.
Bully & France

SHAPE YOUR FUTURE

Harmony General Meeting - 8 pm. WCC
Valley Room. All are invited

Manage yourself S others
IABC/JMU Career Conlerence
Sat., Nov. 17, AS Hall
with nationally-known speaker
Jack Messenger
Register at AS 22 by Nov. 14
Adoption - Richmond physician S wile wish
lo adopt healthy, while newborn Legal.
Confidential. Call Alison or Tom colled
(804)359*519.
Order Skiemericards Now! Cal BiT. x5766
for more inlo.

Tutors Needed
Rockmgham County School District
needs tutors. $57hr. Students must be a
Va. resident and eligible tor financial aid
A current financial aid form must be on
file Info available in the Financial Aid
Office.

Meui - Come home with me1
Let Public Enemy - With Rob Base expand
your horizons! Nov. 18 in Godwin!
Dale Rape Lecture - Tues.. Nov. 13, Duke
A 100. 7 pm. Healthiest 90

SHOTGLASSES!
Have the A<W1 Pledge class
personalize a double shot glass lor
you. Make great gifts! $2. Call
Sharon or Courtney
at 433-6827. Leave a message.
Christie & Sara - You will make great Little
Sisters. Al~
Renee Gofl - Surprise! Your Big Sis loves
you! I'll reveal myselt sooni I can! wait! Love,
Your Big Sis.

Donate Used Cars & Real Estate - To IRS
approved charity lor homeless. Free lowing
Charily Foundation, Inc. Larrie Kline, (703)
434-7787.

Turbo Charge Your Memory! Tonxjhl!
Highlands Room, 8 pm, Bruce McBarnette

Waitresses Needed - All shifts open. Apply
in person Jess1 Lunch. 22 S. Main SI.

Need money for college?
Don't know where to look?

434 6282

FOR SALE

Adoption - Loving married couple wishes lo
adopt. Cal coled anytime. Mary 8 David.
(703)548 6778.

Typing Done In My Home -Can 432 1975

HELP WANTED
Addressers Wanted Immediately! No
experience necessary. Excellent pay! Work at
home. Cal lot-tree (800)39^3283

Expand Your Understanding! Public Enemy
Nov. 18.

Self-Defense Workshop - Thurs.. Nov. 15.
7-9 pm in Highlands Room. WCC.
Secure, Happily Married Couple - Seeking
inlant lo adopt. Call collect, Lois or Don after
5 pm, 434-9408.

Sexual Health Workshop
Essential Info
in the Highlands Room al WCC,
8:30 pm, this Tuesday, Nov. 14.
UCO Junior Class
Be there!

Try CASHE for scholarship &
loan info.
Applications at the Financial Aid
Office
Bethany - You are the best AXI1 Big Sister'
Love Ihoses bagelsl Erika
Eating Disorders Lecture - Wed.. Nov. 14.
Duke A 100, 7 pm. Healthiest '90.
Hobbies Plus Now Open! 1546 Country
Club Rd. Something lor everyone! 432-5575

Erica " - her Carlson - Thanks tor being
such an incredtory lun Big Sis. Go on girl!
AXQ Love 8 Mine. Stuart

DJR Enterprises
Greek S JMU sportswear grand
opening. Downtown Harnsonburg, 66
E. Market St. across from George's
Restaurant dose to Burger King. This
week 8 next 10% off Champion &
Russell Athletic sweatshirts. 564-0555
Looking For The Next Mtes America!
Ladies between ages 17-26 interested in
competing in the 1991 Miss Shanandoah
Valley Scholarship Pageant, formerly Miss
Va. Poultry Festival, for scholarships 8 a
chance to compete at the 1991 Mas Virginia
Pageant, call 433-6256 or 434-4332 tor more
into. Entry deadline rs Jan. 5.1991.
Harmony General Meeting - 8 pm, WCC
VaBey Room. All are invited.
Air Rides, Flight Instruction, Glider
Instruction - Go tor I! For more into call Greg
Detwiler, certified flight instructor. 432-9771.
Healthiest '90 - Today thru Wednesday1
Stop by the PC Ballroom. 10 am - 3 pm.
Fitness testing, into booths, tree lood!

s*w

Sexual Health Workshop
Essential Inlo
in the Highlands Room at WCC,
8:30 pm, this Tuesday, Nov. 14.
UCO Junior Class
Be there!
For ma Is? Holidays? Want to took your
best' For a personalized makeup consullaton
call 433-0806. Learn the right took for you1
Who's Afraid Ol Public Enemy? Not JMU!
See them Sun.. Nov 18. Tickets at UP8 Box
Oil ice. $10 lor students'
Free Spring Break Vacation! Greeks
welcome! Organize a small group or campus
wide event. Earn high commissions 4 Iree
tips! Call (800)826-9100

GREEK & THEE
SALE
All in stock items
10%-50% OFF
Coming to your House soon
Congrats New IK Exec! We're looking
lorward lo a great year!
AC Sisters - Love their Pledges Keep up the
spirits.
Heather (MPC) — Stress, stress, stress
Looking lorward to the dinner Thursday. I
Love you, MGPDTT.
Kathy — I'm slrl "wow'-idg! Your insecure
pal

Ninetyeveryone

TK E - Thanks lor the great hosptokty! EK.
Paula— Your thing is doing WHAT?! GHC
Whoever took the tan overcoat Irom X<t>'s
basement Friday night and stole my glasses
that were in the vest pocket, leant see. Call
Greg or Andy-432-0418.

ten, Joe, Dave, Jim and Rog— I know it
was rough, but you did«' Love. Wendy.
Alison Moflnert-You' Student Ambassador
Secret Santa hopes youhave, ad/eatday!

Megan—I missed you this weekend. Your
absence was noticed by everyone n the haH.
Your loving roommate.
Tiffany—Sorry about Saturday night. Keep
logging! RK.

fcl
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Get Fired Up for
Monday Night Football
with a Mr. Gatti's Jhrck Pizza

Skins vs. Eagles
tonight

This Week
Tant^:e y{Mrself witl§§ Mr. Gatti's
fresh ProvoUte cheese, Pepperoni,
Spicy Burg en
$7 For a Medium, Pius Two F
Jnks
$9 For a Lafl§§, Plus Four Free Drinks
■ V:

A ONE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA,
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS

ONLY

$6.00
Good For Delivery or Take-Out Only

A THREE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA,
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS

ONLY

$7.00
Good For Delivery or Take-Out Only

All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
Pasta, and Salad Buffet
Available Daily
11AM-2PM - $3.99
5:30PM-8:30PM - $4.29

Delivery Available
11AM-1AM
11AM-2AM

Sunday-Thursday
Friday-Saturday

433-0606
The Best Pizza In Town...Honest!
Located In Cioverleaf
Shopping Center

A ONE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA,
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS

ONLY

$8.00
Good For Delivery or Take-Out Only

A THREE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA,
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS

ONLY

$9.00
Good For Delivery or Take-Out Only

